CONTINUING EDUCATION
for Speech-Language Pathologists
CROWDSOURCING CURRICULAR
DEVELOPMENT ONLINE
PDH Academy Course #1602 (1.5 CE HOURS)

This course is offered for .15 ASHA CEUs (Introductory level, Professional area)

Course Abstract
This course provides an introduction to online opportunities for crowdsourcing curricular
development, relating each to the quickly-changing world of speech-language pathology.
Perfect for experienced speech-language pathologists looking for a larger pool of information, it
orients learners to trending social media platforms, blogs, and Teachers Pay Teachers, discussing
tactics for using them to meet curricular needs.
NOTE: Links and images provided within the course material are for informational purposes only. No
endorsement of processes or products is intended or implied.

Learning Objectives
By the end of this course, learners will be able to:
❏ List ways in which social media is professionally relevant
❏ Define crowdsourcing and relate its utility to speech-language pathologists
❏ Recognize crowdsourcing procedures on Facebook, relating each to personal pages, groups, and business pages
❏ Recognize crowdsourcing procedures on Pinterest and Instagram, differentiating each from Facebook
❏ Recognize crowdsourcing procedures that apply to blogs
❏ Recognize crowdsourcing procedures that impact Teachers Pay Teachers
❏ Consider tactics relevant to each platform as related to specific topics of interest, using the Common Core
State Standards as an example
❏ Identify potential issues that may arise during crowdsourcing, and address responses to each
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Timed Topic Outline
I. Crowdsourcing and Social Media (10 minutes)
II. Facebook (20 minutes)
		 Personal Pages, Groups, Business Pages
III. Pinterest (10 minutes)
IV. Instagram (10 minutes)
V. Blogs (5 minutes)
VI. Teachers Pay Teachers (10 minutes)
VII.	Getting Specific:
Crowdsourcing at Work for You (10 minutes)
VIII. Considerations and Precautions (5 minutes)
IX. Resources and Exam (10 minutes)

Delivery Method

Introduction
The field of speech-language pathology has changed
significantly since schoolteachers became selfproclaimed “speech correctionists” in the early 1900s1.
Our current scope of practice can sometimes seem to
be a moving target: with such a broad range of topics
in which we are expected to be an expert, it’s an
increasingly difficult task to “know it all.” And even for
those who have a niche, taking time out of practice to
stay current with research can be a challenge.
To compound the issue, while many SLPs work in a
setting with similarly-trained colleagues with whom
they can brainstorm, share advice, and work through
challenging cases and issues, others may be the only
SLP in their district or county.
Certainly, there are resources at our disposal to help
guide us through our careers, including several
traditional methods of gaining new knowledge and
insights, such as:
• Peer-Reviewed Journals and Articles

Correspondence/internet self-study with
interactivity, including a provider-graded final exam.
To earn continuing education credit for this course, you
must achieve a passing score of 80% on the final exam.

Accessibility and/or
Special Needs Concerns?
Contact customer service
by phone at (888)564-9098 or
email at support@pdhacademy.com

Course Author Bio and Disclosure
Kristin Bowers is an ASHA-Certified Speech
Language Pathologist, and received ASHA’s Award
for Continuing Education (ACE) in 2014. She
graduated from the University of Pittsburgh in
2007 with a B.A. in Communication Science and
Disorders, and in 2010 with an M.A. in Speech
Language Pathology.
Kristin has utilized her skills as a Speech Language
Pathologist abroad, including her participation
in the Bosnia Autism Project in 2012 where she
traveled to Bosnia to provide training to related
professionals. She has experience in the early
intervention (3-5) setting as well as in private
practice, and currently works in the school setting
servicing children from K-5th grade. She is also the
owner of Kiwi Speech, LLC, which creates materials
for speech and language services, primarily available
on Teachers Pay Teachers.
DISCLOSURES: Financial - Kristin Bowers received a
stipend as the author of this course. Ms. Bowers sells her
materials on www.TeachersPayTeachers.com. Nonfinancial
- No relevant nonfinancial relationship exists.
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• Textbooks and Other Related Reading
• State and National Conventions
• Staff Meetings
• Teacher In-Services
However, these traditional methods have a variety of
limitations, including time and travel considerations,
the relevance of available information to our
immediate concerns, and the relatively low number of
number of people that even the most outgoing SLP is
able to relate to in real time.
Here’s where the internet comes in!
In a world that is becoming more interconnected by
the day, and where information is often useless unless
it is accessible now, becoming familiar with careerrelevant online communities can provide SLPs with
an invaluable resource: access to an immense amount
of information about even the most specific queries
almost instantaneously.
(Of course, this access comes with its share of issues,
from validity to security, many of which are discussed in
Considerations and Precautions beginning on page 20.)

1

 uchan, Judith Felson. What Do You Know About Your Profession’s History?
D
And Why Is It Important? The ASHA Leader, December 2002, Vol. 7, 4-29.
<http://leader.pubs.asha.org/article.aspx?articleid=2292435>
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I. Crowdsourcing and Social
Media: What Are They and How
Can They Help Me?

A Few Others
While the above resources make up the bulk of social
media in our field, it’s also worth briefly mentioning
Twitter, YouTube, Periscope, DonorsChoose,
ASHAsphere, and LinkedIn.

social media: noun
forms of electronic communication through which users create
online communities to share information, ideas, personal
messages, and other content 2

But how is social media relevant professionally?
Isn’t it just for wasting time online?

social networking: noun
the creation and maintenance of personal and business
relationships especially online 3

Research

Social media refers specifically to online communities
where there is social interaction, or social networking,
between users.
A platform is the name given to the different methods,
or sites, through which you can gain access to social
media.
In this course, we’ll be taking a look at several
platforms, including:

In a word: NO! There are multiple work-related reasons
social media is worth your attention, including:
Social media savvy can substantially boost your access
to current research – no more waiting for the hard
copies of every journal in your field! Not only are your
colleagues sharing new research and new ideas across
social media platforms, associations and business
are increasingly doing so as well: for example, in
2014, ASHA launched “Research Tuesday,” featuring
a recently-published journal article on some of their
social media pages weekly. 4

Learning

Contains pages for both people and businesses where
they can share photos, status updates, and videos, as
well as comment on or “like” the posts of others.

In addition to increasing your access to research, you
can expand your knowledge base through social media
like never possible before. Advice about new or difficult
cases, questions about standardized testing, guidance
on available resources, and therapy ideas are all things
that someone “out there” is happy to help you with.

Pinterest

Staying Current

A visual, electronic “bulletin board” of ideas curated
by the user, who can “pin” websites, photos, and other
“pins” to their boards for later reference.

One of the big challenges of a broad field like ours is
related to both research and learning: keeping up with
policy changes from local to global. For example, as
the Common Core State Standards were adopted in
schools across the country, many SLPs needed to make
adjustments to the ways they approached therapy –
and going back to school to learn how to implement
therapy with Common Core in mind was rarely the
most practical option! Social media can help you
gain ready access to resources, experts, and updated
materials, allowing you to stay abreast of new policies
while continuing to provide the best therapy possible
to your students.

Facebook

Instagram
Users post photos, rather than text, on their pages, and
interact with each other by “liking” or commenting on
the photos of others.

Blogs
Blogs are online “journals” or websites run by
individuals or small groups (“bloggers”), containing
article-style topical posts. They tend to have a personal,
casual, feel to them, and while readers can comment
on individual posts, there is little expectation of direct
interaction with either the blogger(s) or with other
readers.

Teachers Pay Teachers (TpT)
TpT is a website where teachers (or, for our purposes,
SLPs) can browse and download digital versions of
materials created by other teachers (and/or SLPs).
(Note: TpT is only borderline social media, due to the
limited options for interactivity available; learners
should also be aware that the majority of the material
available on TpT must be purchased before it can be
accessed. That said, TpT is included in our discussion
due to the speed at which its users respond to newlyidentified curricular needs, making it vastly useful as a
crowdsourcing tool.)
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Access to Materials
Even when policies aren’t changing, there are only so
many books, DVDs, and printouts your file cabinets
can hold. Browse other professionals’ libraries by
getting to know websites and blogs dedicated to
providing cost-effective (or FREE!) materials and
resources to SLPs.

2

 ictionary and Thesaurus | Merriam-Webster. www.merriam-webster.com.
D
Web. 22 Feb. 2016. <http://www.merriam-webster.com/>

3

Ibid

4

 uesdays Are Made for Research. blog.asha.org. Web. 22 Feb. 2016. <http://
T
blog.asha.org/2014/01/28/tuesdays-are-made-for-research/>
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Networking
As with traditional networking, there are many benefits
to expanding your support system, both professionally
and personally. With social media you are now able to
go beyond face-to-face networking and reach a whole
new world of people outside your geographic area.

Staying Connected
Retired? On sabbatical? Taking a health-related leave?
Through social media, you have the ability to stay
connected with the SLP world even while “away.”

Navigating Events
Any SLP who has attended a national conference
knows how overwhelming it can be. You can use
tools available through social media – like hashtags,
which we’ll discuss in more detail below – to help
you navigate these events and connect with other
attendees.

Marketing
Whether you are trying to build a business, look for job
opportunities, fill positions, or find research subjects,
social media can be one of the best forms of spreading
the word… and in many cases is completely free!
crowdsourcing: noun
the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content
by soliciting contributions from a large group of people and
especially from the online community rather than from
traditional employers or suppliers 5
For our purposes, social media closely relates to
crowdsourcing.
What is crowdsourcing? Well, in short, crowdsourcing
is reaching out to a large group of people to get help.
As it relates to us as SLPs and its utility to our work,
crowdsourcing would be utilizing the large online
community of SLPs (and related professions) nation
and world-wide to locate ideas, tips, materials, help
with difficult cases… the list goes on.
We’ll look at several different methods of
crowdsourcing using social media, and consider the
areas in which each may be most useful.
We’ll primarily be considering the functional utility
of gaining access to resources and ideas through social
media outlets, but bear in mind that social media
5

 ictionary and Thesaurus | Merriam-Webster. www.merriam-webster.com.
D
Web. 22 Feb. 2016. http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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 cNiece, Caleb. “One Is the Loneliest Number, So Go OnlineThe Only
M
Educational Audiologist in a Four-county School System Relies on a
Combination of Social Media—Twitter, Listservs and Discussion
Forums—to Network with Colleagues.” The ASHA Leader 21.1 (January 1,
2016): online only-online only. Print. http://dx.doi.org/10.1044/leader.
GS.21012016.np
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can also be an ongoing source of support: it has been
shown to be a valuable resource for those who may
not have access to a more traditional face-to-face
professional network. 6
HINT: While a detailed discussion of the possibilities
is beyond the scope of this course, research increasingly
suggests that social media, in addition to benefiting us
as SLPs, is also something to keep in mind as a resource
for those with whom we work. To take a single example,
social media might serve as a valuable tool in increasing
communication opportunities, support networks,
and quality of life for those with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) who use augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) devices. 7

II. Facebook
The content below assumes a basic level of
familiarity and proficiency with Facebook.
Should you require additional assistance, many
online resources exist; one is listed on the Resources
page at the end of the course.
Facebook was originally created in 2004 as a social
network for students at Harvard. It quickly expanded
to other universities, then in 2006 was eventually
available to the general population worldwide. 8
Free to access, Facebook is one of the more widelyused social media sites, with over 1.28 billion monthly
active users. 9 This reach is one of the reasons Facebook
is an extremely effective crowdsourcing tool; in
addition, it offers multiple ways of reaching the people,
and finding the answers, you need, from personal
pages, to groups, to business pages.
HINT: In Facebook’s specific terminology, individual users
have “profiles” and businesses have “pages.” However,
in common parlance, “page” is often used to refer to both
individuals and businesses. To address this issue, we’ll refer
to the “personal page” for individuals vs. the “business
page” for businesses in the text below. 10

Personal Pages
The most basic way of crowdsourcing through
Facebook is simply by using your personal page to ask
your friends for help – just as you would in real life, but
with a vastly improved reach.
Social Media.” American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology 24.4
(November 1, 2015): 680-695. Print. http://dx.doi.org/10.1044/2015_
AJSLP-15-0010
8

 hillips, Sarah. “A Brief History of Facebook.” the Guardian 25 (2007):
P
2007. Google Scholar. Web. n.d

9

S ocial Media 2014 Statistics.” Digital Insights. Web. <http://blog.
digitalinsights.in/social-media-users-2014-stats-numbers/05205287.html>

10

 ow Are Pages Different From Personal Profiles? | Facebook Help Center
H
| Facebook. www.facebook.com. Web. 25 Jan. 2016. <https://www.
facebook.com/help/217671661585622>
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	A personal page is the way most individual people
represent themselves on Facebook. It consists of two
main elements, represented by two tabs at the very
top of your screen.
		[Your Name]: If you click on your own name,
you will be taken to your profile. It contains, at
a minimum, your name and a photo; after that,
you dictate the presence/absence of most other
information.
		Home: If you click on Home, you’ll access the
two main interactive features of the Facebook
interface.
			The first is your newsfeed, which is where you
can see what others on Facebook are posting,
from individuals (your friends) to organizations
(which are discussed in more detail in Groups
and Business Pages below).
			The second is a menu, visible along the left side
of the screen. By changing your menu settings,
you can adjust the content that appears in
your newsfeed.
		
You can post from either tab, as often as you’d
like; your posts (also known as status updates) will
then appear on your profile, as well as in others’
newsfeeds (you can adjust your privacy settings
to dictate who can see each individual post).
Posts typically include text you’ve composed,
photos you’ve taken, and/or things you’ve seen
elsewhere on the internet that you want to share.
	Your friends are the specific people you’re connected
to on Facebook. There are several ways to add
to your friends, from name searches to viewing
comments on other users’ posts; Facebook even
makes it easy by suggesting people you may know
based on friends you have already added.
The most straightforward way of crowdsourcing, then,
would be simply to write a post asking your question:
“Hey, all my SLP friends out there! Does anyone know
where I can find Velcro for my interactive books for the
best price?”
This user, for example, was looking for a contact at a
particular clinic and reached out to friends for help.

As you can see, this user’s attempt at crowdsourcing
was quite effective: a variety of friends responded with
their various connections to the clinic in question.
When using personal pages for crowdsourcing, it’s
important to keep in mind that you’re not only limited
in your reach by the number of friends you have –
you may also be limited by who your friends are. For
example, if you’re considering a move to Alaska and
want to get some locals’ opinions on your transfer
options, but all your Facebook friends live near you
in Pennsylvania, the likelihood of finding someone to
help you with your Alaska-related questions answered
is lower than if you’d spread your friend net wide.
(While posts do have the potential to reach outside
your immediate group, ultimately, the more – and the
more varied – friends you have, the more likely you are
to get responses to your questions.)
HINT: While privacy settings give you some control over
who has direct access to your posts and/or information,
please be aware that the privacy of anything posted online
cannot be guaranteed. For example, even if you’ve limited
the audience for a post to a specific group of friends, any
one of those people could take a photo of it and repost… or
even simply spread the word verbally.
It is therefore extremely important to be aware of the
potential for violating not only your privacy, but that
of your patients. This topic will be expanded upon in
Considerations and Precautions beginning on page 20.)

Groups
For situations in which your Facebook friends may not
be able to help, another great option for professional
crowdsourcing is through groups.
Facebook groups are typically geared toward a specific
interest or population, providing a forum for people to
ask/answer questions, share knowledge, and connect
with one another – even if they are not personally
connected on Facebook. In other words, by connecting
with other users through groups, you can significantly
expand your network in a focused way, without having
to “know” thousands of new people and add them as
friends.
Groups can be public, private, or secret, and larger
groups typically have one or more moderators that
establish rules for the group and approve (or deny)
requests to be added to the group. 11

11
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 hat Are the Privacy Settings for Groups? | Facebook Help Center | Facebook.
W
www.facebook.com. Web. 25 Jan. 2016. <https://www.facebook.com/
help/220336891328465#What-are-the-privacy-options-for-groups>
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will be private, or closed, which means that your
search will show you the group name and description,
but you will not be able to join the group or see posts
without having a request approved by the moderator.
Always read the description of each private group fully
to ensure that it is appropriate for you to request to be
a member of the group.

So what groups should you join?
As mentioned before, our scope as SLPs is very
broad; additionally, groups are constantly changing
– opening, closing, operating under new names
or altered security settings. These factors make it
impossible to provide a comprehensive list of all the
groups that may be valuable to an SLP.
Fortunately, it’s very easy to find them!

Once you have found a group you would like to join,
you can click “Join Group.” If the group is public, you
will automatically be a member of the group – it’s that
easy! If the group is private, as mentioned above, your
request will be sent to a moderator and you will be
notified when your request is approved.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Another way to find groups that may be of interest to
you is by looking at the recommendations Facebook
has for you.
From the Home tab of your personal page, look for
GROUPS on the left column of your screen. Click on
New Groups and you will be taken to the Groups page.

SEARCHES
You can search for groups right on your personal page
– click on the Home tab and simply start typing in the
search box on the top left of the screen. This will bring
up a combination of groups, pages, and topics – then
just look for ones where “group” is indicated.
Search terms that may be helpful in finding groups
that fit your interests include:

On this page, you are provided with four tabs:
1.	Suggested Groups: This tab will recommend groups
based a combination of pages you’ve liked,
groups your friends are members of, groups that
are similar to those you’re already a member of,
and groups that are near you geographically.

• SLP
• SLPs in ____ (schools, private practice, SNFs, Early
Intervention, etc.)
• Speech Language Pathology
• Specific Disorders (Down Syndrome, 22q deletion,
Fragile X, Autism, etc.)
• Specific Topics (IEPs, dysphagia, stuttering, etc.)

2.	Friends’ Groups: If some of your friends already
belong to the same groups, these will show up on
this tab.
3.	Local Groups: This tab displays groups that are in
your neighborhood or nearby

…but the list is limited only by your imagination.
This user, for example, began a search by typing “22q.”

4.	Your Groups: This tab will show you all the groups
you are already a member of. It is a great place to
manage your settings for each group and/or leave
a group if it no longer interests you. 12

SECRET GROUPS

Now, keep in mind that each user’s search may deliver
different groups – Facebook often filters your search
results based on what it perceives to be your interests.
Also, be aware that many of the groups you will find
6
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All groups function in the same way once you are a
member – but, as discussed above, the way you join a
group varies depending on its security settings. Security
settings can also impact your ability to find a group –
while public and private groups are searchable, secret
groups are not. In order to see them, you have to be
invited to them.
The best way to find or belong to secret groups is
12

 ow Do We Suggest Groups for You to Join? | Facebook Help Center | Facebook.
H
www.facebook.com. Web. 25 Jan. 2016. <https://www.facebook.com/
help/382485908586472>
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simply through word of mouth: often, discussions in
a public or private group might prompt a member to
invite you to a secret group based on shared interests.
	For example, “Sarah” has started a Facebook group
targeted toward SLPs who own their own private
practices. She knows that insurance and billing
concerns will be discussed, as well as some ethical
issues, and it is important to her that all the
members are certified SLPs working in the same
setting as she is. As a result, she has set the group
set to secret – no one is able to search for or see that
this group exists except those members who she has
already invited – so she is able to ensure that only
people who fit the target are in the group.
	Sarah is also part of a more general SLP page (set to
private) where members work in many settings. She
observes that Kimberley consistently asks questions
related to private practice in this group, as well as
contributes to discussion threads posted by others.
She is able to see that Kimberley is a certified SLP
and that she owns her own private practice. So,
Sarah may choose to invite Kimberley to the secret
group so that she has a place where her questions
can be addressed by people with similar experience –
and so that Kimberley’s experience can help support
the others in the group.
You’ve found – and joined – groups that fit your
interests and your needs. Now… how can they be used
for crowdsourcing?
	Well, consider a scenario where the large majority
of your caseload has always been articulation
and phonological disorders; however, your
school has recently referred many students your
way for concerns about their written language.
Unfortunately, you don’t feel that any of your
current assessments allow you to effectively assess
the written language skills of these students. So,
you have requested some money to purchase
new tests in order to provide the best services for
these students, and administration has approved
enough money to purchase one assessment only.
Of course, you want to be sure that the assessment
you purchase is the most appropriate one, so you’ve
done your research – but you wish you could get
additional ideas and unbiased feedback from people
that are in a role similar to yours.
	But wait! You’ve recently joined a Facebook group
geared toward SLPs working in the schools, so this
is now a resource – a collection of 5,000+ SLPs all
working in a similar setting to you. Some people
who have used the test you’re considering, or a
similar one, and will be more than happy to tell you
what they loved or hated about it. Others may be
able to provide you with links to research showing
which assessments are considered most reliable.
Crowdsourcing within a group is actually pretty similar
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

to posting questions on your own personal page, with
a few additions.
First of all, before posting a question in a group
you’ve joined, it’s best practice to review the group
description and thoroughly read any group rules.
Many professionally-related groups have over 10,000
members (which is why they’re such effective
crowdsourcing tools!), so in order to keep the scope of
the group focused (and keep out promotional or other
unwanted posts), they have rules about what posts
are permitted. In addition, the ASHA Code of Ethics
should always be considered.
Then, prior to simply posting your query (as you
might on a personal page), you should search within
the group to see if a similar question has already
been discussed. To do this, open the group, and type
keywords in the search box on the right:

You can then scroll though the results to see if your
question has already been answered.
If it hasn’t, you can ask a new question by writing a
new post. This is sometimes also referred to as “starting
a new thread.”
From the main page of the group, you will type your
question in the main text box, and click Post, as below:

Unless you have changed your settings, Facebook
will automatically notify you every time someone
comments on your post. This means you will get realtime updates on the answers to your question.
Going back to our opening scenario, in a group of over
5,000 people, it will likely not take long for you to get
some ideas about what assessment you want (or don’t
want) to purchase.

Business Pages
In some ways an amalgam of the [Your Name] and
Home tabs of your personal page, a business page –
designed for the purposes of promotion – features
posts from a specific business, and may also offer you
opportunities to interact with that business.
From a crowdsourcing perspective, think of interacting
Crowdsourcing Curricular Development Online |
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with each business page as expressing your interest
in a particular product or service – after which new
information pertaining to that interest is regularly
delivered to you.
The process of connecting with business pages will
feel quite familiar to the average Facebook user! Just
as you did to find groups, you can search for specific
businesses using the search bar.
In the example below, a user has searched to see if
Super Duper Publications has a Facebook page, which
of course, they do:

7.	Pages with a specific focus (nutrition, parenthood,
Speech-Language Pathology) that may or may not
also have a commercial interest
For the crowdsourcing speech-language pathologist,
there are multiple reasons that business pages can be
beneficial.
Businesses often look to social media to raise their
profile and advance their commercial interests, in ways
that also reward their followers. They may promote
new items and/or offer sales via their business pages
– in fact, some sales are exclusive deals available only
to those users already following a page. They may also
encourage interaction with their page by providing free
resources or ideas.
In this example, Smarty Symbols (a company which
provides a library of educational clipart to subscribers)
is offering their Facebook followers a link to a
communication board, which they can then download
for free:

Likewise, just as you requested updates from individual
people by becoming friends with them, you can
request updates from business pages by choosing to like
them. (This is also referred to as following a page.)
Having found a business’s page, you have a couple
options to help you decide whether or not to like the
business. On the left side of the screen, you can see
how many other people (including how many of your
friends) have already liked the page. You can also scroll
through past posts on the page in order to determine
if they interest you and are relevant to your needs. If
everything looks good, you click the “Like” button,
and voila – you’ll now receive posts from that business!
So which businesses should you like?
Well, just as with groups, there’s no way to provide
a comprehensive list of every business that might
interest every SLP. That said, here are some pointers!
Business pages range in their size and purpose and can
include, among other things:
1. Large companies (Super Duper Inc., Pearson, etc.)
2.	Organizations (ASHA, American Academy of
Pediatrics, etc.)
3.	Universities and schools (University of Pittsburgh,
Chicago Public Schools, etc.)
4. Government Entities

By doing so, they are encouraging users to interact
with their page and showcasing the use of their
symbols… and their users are rewarded with a free
resource.
Similarly, business pages will often highlight noncommercial information (research studies, news
articles, etc.), which may be of interest to their
followers.
In this post, the ASHA Facebook page is providing
followers with a link to an article in The Atlantic about
tinnitus.

5. Local businesses and restaurants
6.	Specific high-profile people (President Obama,
Jay Leno)

8
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process, Pinterest will actually help you get started
by asking you identify topics you are interested in).
	Once you have signed up, you will be taken to your
home feed. Here is where you can create boards,
which are typically organized by topic. Then, as you
spend time either on Pinterest itself, or elsewhere
on the Internet, you’re able to pin webpages, ideas,
photos, or almost anything else to a board to save
for later reference. Each pin is represented by an
image, and links back to its original source. (Your
home feed will already contain some suggested pins,
based on the topics you’ve indicated that you’re
interested in.)
	Your home feed will always show you:
		 1. The number of total boards and pins you have
		 2. How many people have liked your pins
		 3. How many people are following you
Depending on your specific areas of focus – and even
your geographical location! – business pages that
provide more general information may also be of
benefit. Are you working in the schools? School pages
often post information about closings or delays on
their Facebook pages before it’s accessible on the local
news. Is your work dependant in part on government
funding? The relevant agencies most likely have a
Facebook presence.
Additionally, because it is in the best interest of
business pages to keep followers engaged with their
posts, most will post tips, ideas, and related material
in addition to their more specialized posts. On a good
Facebook business page you might find videos, links,
inspirational quotes, and news articles – all in addition
to the deals, sales, and updates that may be offered in
direct relation to the company itself.
And finally, if you find that a particular business page
is no longer relevant to your needs, you are able to
unlike it at the literal click of a button.

III. Pinterest
The content below assumes a basic level of
familiarity and proficiency with Pinterest.
Should you require additional assistance, many
online resources exist; one is listed on the Resources
page at the end of the course.
Pinterest is a website (and app) offering users the
ability to create online “bulletin boards” of ideas in
a visual formal. It is the digital equivalent of cutting
pictures out magazines and gluing them in albums
as you dream about your wedding, new house, or
articulation therapy ideas. You are essentially saving
websites and ideas for later personal reference, and
often to share with others.
	In order to get started on Pinterest, you will need
to create an account (as you go through the sign-up
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

		 4. How many people you are following

(We’ll discuss following and liking in more detail
below.)
If you have ever spent time browsing the internet
for inspiration and found yourself thinking “What a
fantastic, original idea! I’ll be sure to come back to it!”
…but haven’t, then you can appreciate what a visual
bulletin board might be able to do for you, simply in
terms of helping you track sources of information.
Sure, you can always bookmark a website in your
browser, but bookmarks are hidden under tabs, are
labeled with text only, and are typically presented in
a long list of other websites. In contrast, each pin on
a Pinterest board is an image – a visual reminder –
representing the information that interested you, and
linking back to its original source.
So the format makes sense to you – great! But…
crowdsourcing? Via bulletin board?
Absolutely. Many SLPs and teachers are already
using Pinterest regularly, and often their interests
and discoveries will be relevant to you. And because
Pinterest offers the capability to search within its own
site, it is often not necessary to leave Pinterest to find
new pins. Instead, you can collect ideas en masse by
repinning pins, without actually having to visit each
Crowdsourcing Curricular Development Online |
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and every website from which they came. With over 40
million monthly active users, and 158 average pins per
female user (80% of Pinterest’s users are female), there
is no shortage of pins to give you ideas. 13
In the example below, a user is looking for general
ideas for articulation therapy. In order to find an idea
that interests her and save it for later, she is going to:
1. Enter “articulation therapy” in the search bar.

And voila! After going through all of these steps, this
user has pinned this pin about Sound-Loaded Books for
Articulation. When she is done browsing for new ideas,
or has time for more focused research, she can simply
click on the pin to be taken to its original source: a
blog post which lists books loaded with articulation
sounds, from /r/ to initial /p/.
Another way to curate a collection of interests is to
“like” individual pins by clicking on the heart that
appears when you hover over a pin. All the pins you
have “liked” are accessible through your main page.
In addition to searching Pinterest for ideas one by one,
you can also follow users and/or specific boards with
whom you share interests.

2. Browse the results for any pins that interest her.

Hover over an interesting pin and click “Pin it”

You can either click the “Follow” button on the top
right to follow all of a user’s boards, or under a specific
board to follow just that one.
By following other users or others’ boards, you are
able to see the things they pin in your home feed. In
the same way that subscribing to a catalog of therapy
materials or a magazine about autism means you
will consistently receive things that interest you in
the mail, following users and boards means you will
consistently see ideas that interest you in your home
feed.

4. Choose (or create) the board onto which she would
like to save this idea.

Interestingly, in contrast to Facebook – where a user’s
personal page is all about that person – Pinterest tends
to offer more anonymity, even while crowdsourcing.
As we’ve discussed, pins can be liked or repinned, and
boards and users can be followed – but in general, users
do not directly communicate, and very little personal
information about each user is available.

13
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IV. Instagram
The content below assumes a basic level of
familiarity and proficiency with Instagram.
Should you require additional assistance, many
online resources exist; one is listed on the Resources
page at the end of the course.
Instagram is a social media platform on which users
post photos or videos, rather than text-heavy status
updates, on their accounts. Instagram is highly
visual, like Pinterest, but does include interaction and
communication between users, like Facebook.
	As with all other social media platforms, in order
to participate and see what content is offered,
you must have an account. In order to create an
account, you must have the app installed on your
mobile device (Instagram is accessible through the
computer as well, but currently you need the mobile
app in order to sign up for an account).
	
HINT: While the technical details of downloading the
app and installing it on your device are beyond the scope
of this course, Instagram is available from both the
Google Play store (for Android phones) and on iTunes
(for iPhones and Apple devices).
	Google Play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=com.instagram.android&referrer=utm_
source%3Dinstagramweb%26utm_
campaign%3DunifiedHome%26utm_medium%3Dbadge

Unlike Facebook or Pinterest, where you maximize
your ability to crowdsource by updating your own
personal profile or boards, Instagram offers users the
ability to see what other people with similar interests
are doing without having to actually post or share
yourself. A user on Instagram can be almost completely
an observer: while you do need to create an account, it
is not necessary to continuously update it in order to
make effective use of the site.

	iTunes
https://itunes.apple.com/app/instagram/
id389801252?mt=8

And whether or not you personally choose to post
regularly, Instagram offers great crowdsourcing
opportunities!

	Once you have downloaded the app and created
an account, you will be able to see many of the 20+
billion photos that have been uploaded to Instagram
to date. 14

Through Instagram, users can see therapy in action –
often more easily than through previously mentioned
platforms. For example, users who are SLPs may
post short videos demonstrating successful therapy
techniques, or clips of therapy materials being used
by students, in addition to photos of materials they
were able to find on sale at local stores, therapy-related
advice, inspirational quotes or sayings, etc.

	Like other platforms, Instagram has a feed – a
central place where content is presented to you
based on things you have already chosen to follow
or like (more on this process below). You can
navigate there by clicking on the House icon at the
bottom of the app.

And of course, like on other platforms, users that own
a business may post on Instagram about release dates
for new materials, upcoming promotions, etc.
You can sift through the billions of photos on
Instagram in a few main ways:

NAVIGATING HASHTAGS
Hashtags, made popular by the social media platform
Twitter, are simply words or phrases preceded by the
“#” symbol. In Instagram, as well as many other social
media platforms, the hashtags serve as tags or links,
which are associated with the pictures they belong to.

14

S ocial Media 2014 Statistics.” Digital Insights. Web. <http://blog.
digitalinsights.in/social-media-users-2014-stats-numbers/05205287.html>
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In order for a hashtag to work, it must be immediately
preceded with the pound sign (#), and contain no
spaces or other punctuation. Of course, this can make
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reading lengthy hashtags a test of your SLP expertise!
While many hashtags are simple and obvious – a photo
of a child singing the alphabet might be hashtagged
(or tagged) #alphabet – many users also become more
creative with their hashtags – a child crying might be
hashtagged #isitbedtimeyet.

can double-tap the photo itself with your finger (on a
mobile device). Liking shows your interest in posts or
users, letting them know their posts are being seen and
enjoyed by others. In turn, this may encourage the user
to post more similar content.

Hashtags can be associated with Instagram posts
either in captions, added by the original user, or in the
comments, added below the original post by other users.
Once a hashtag is attached to a photo or video, that
post can now be found by other users – not only by
knowing the original user as on other platforms, but
also by searching for the hashtag.
Additionally, clicking on a hashtag takes you not to a
source, as in other platforms, but rather to a database
of all the posts on Instagram that have included that
hashtag in the past.
Sound a little complicated? Let’s walk through a search
using the hashtag #slplife:
To start, click the magnifying glass to search. In the
textbox, type #slplife. (It is not necessary to click on
“tags” to indicate that you are searching for a tag
rather than a person, because the app automatically
recognizes the # prefix.) You can now see both the
top and most recent posts that have been tagged with
#slplife.

In this example, you can see that this was a post by
a user called @thepeachiespeechie, who was actually
re-sharing a post by @pandaspeech. In addition to
#slplife, the poster added the hashtag #slpstyle. All
hashtags are clickable, and will link you to more posts
with the same hashtags.
Additionally, you can also click on the users themselves
(look for the @ symbols) in order to go to their profiles
and see their other posts.
To take another example, an SLP searching for therapy
ideas might begin by browsing posts tagged with
#speechtherapy. From there, s/he comes across a user
named @beautifulspeechlife, and clicks on her profile.
The SLP can then scroll through @beautifulspeechlife’s
photos and videos… and of course, many of these
posts also have hashtags to explore!

Select a photo or video that grabs your attention. Now
you can see in more detail who posted in, what they
said about it, and what other hashtags they added to it.

Some commonly used SLP-related hashtags include:
#slpeeps
#slp
#slpsontpt (more about the “TpT” in a later section)
#slplife
#schoolslp
#slp2b
#slpbloggers
#speechtherapy
#speechpathology
#speechies
#instaslp

Additionally, you can participate in the quintessential
Instagram activity – “liking” a photo. To like a photo,
you can either click the heart under the photo, or you

…but that’s just a starting point; you’ll come across
many others as you browse, and may create your own
as well.

12
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FOLLOWING USERS
If you click on the link for @thepeachiespeechie and
find many of her photos and videos interesting or
inspiring, you might choose to follow her.

MONITORING YOUR FEED
Once you have spent some time following user
accounts, your feed will automatically present you with
the content they have posted recently. Then you can
just sit back and sift through all the new information!

V. Blogs
Just as with Facebook and Pinterest, if you follow
another Instagram user, you’ll see more of that user’s
posts in your feed. Following users is a great way to
curate the photos and videos you see, so that every
time you log in and look at your feed you have a
stream of ideas, updates, and inspirations that relate
directly to you.
As mentioned above, you can find more users to follow
by navigating via hashtags from idea to idea. Another
great way to narrow your focus to users with interests
similar to yours is to look at the posts you like, and see
who else has liked and commented on them.
In the example below, Instagram user @nrallison has
posted a photo about using candy hearts in therapy. By
clicking on the comments below the picture, a viewer
is able to see who else has liked and commented on
the picture. By doing this, the viewer has now gained
a new idea, and may choose to follow another user (@
rockchalkspeechtalk) with similar interests.

A blog, in today’s terms, is “…a frequently updated
online personal journal or diary. It is a place to express
yourself to the world. A place to share your thoughts
and your passions. Really, it’s anything you want it to
be. For our purposes we’ll say that a blog is your own
website that you are going to update on an ongoing
basis.” 15
The term “blog” comes from an adaptation of the
phrase “web log” and was first used in 1999, but online
diaries have been around since 1994. In 1999, there
were approximately 2000 blogs hosted by what is now
WordPress. By 2014, this number had increased to over
14.4 billion. 16
Like other social media platforms we’ve discussed,
blogs are ways to connect with people that share the
same interests as you. As mentioned, a blog can be
almost anything, ranging from personal “diaries” to
more professional websites focused on a particular
topic – while the more personal type of blog may also
be of interest to you, this section will focus on blogs
that are likely to be useful to SLPs from a professional
standpoint.
Unlike platforms where you may engage in back-andforth communication with other users, blogs are more
one-sided: the blogger writes and posts contest, and the
readers, well, read it. While readers often can comment
on specific posts, and bloggers have the option of
answering those comments, there is significantly less
expectation of reciprocity involved when reading a
blog than on other platforms.
Thus, while the previously mentioned platforms
are great ways to get ideas through quick updates,
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questions/answers, photos, short videos, etc.,
blogs typically provide significantly more in-depth
information. Blog posts aren’t limited in terms of
length (either word count or time), so the blogger
can delve into as many different topics as they’d like,
provide as much data for each as they’d like, and
incorporate as many related photos or videos as they’d
like – all in one post.
For example, an SLP looking for new ideas on how to
target R might see a 15-second video clip of one idea
on Instagram, find a photo of a tool they might use
on Pinterest, and acquire a list of suggestions from
other school SLPs on Facebook. On a blog, however,
this SLP might find a post with a general list of ideas
(http://www.thedabblingspeechie.com/2015/11/21/
that-darn-r-10-tpt-speech-therapy-materials-to-treat-r/),
or an article examining a specific technique (http://
slpnataliesnyders.blogspot.com/2015/09/quick-tip-fordreaded-r.html) – or both!
SLP-related blogs may focus on a specific topic: Speech
Room Style, for example, focuses primarily on schoolbased SLPs’ therapy rooms (http://speechroomstyle.
com), while Hear Say LW is geared toward parents and
professionals working with those who are deaf or hard
of hearing (http://www.hearsaylw.com).
Others, like ASHASphere (http://community.asha.org/
orphans/ashasphereblog), cover a broader range of
topics applicable to SLPs.
This blog post provides lists of top SLP-focused
websites and blogs, and may serve as a good starting
point if you are looking for some blogs that fit your
niche: http://kidmunicate.com/best-speech-pathologywebsites-and-blogs-2016
“Using” blogs is a lot more straightforward than
other social media platforms. To find them, you can
do a simple web search for the information you need,
and related blogs will be included within the search
results. Alternately, if you are looking for information
on a particular topic, Pinterest is a great place to
start – many of the pins you find will link you to
an appropriate blog. Once you’ve found a blog that
interests you, to check out its content, you simply need
to go to the website; you can either return as often as
you’d like to see what’s new – most blogs automatically
feature most recent posts right at the top of the page.
Additionally, posts are listed with a quick preview of
the content so you can decide if something may be of
interest to you.
On the main blog page of Beautiful Speech Life
(beautifulspeechlife.com/blog) you can see her two
most recent posts, as well as a preview of what you will
find if you choose to “Read More…”

Once you have found a blog that consistently features
content you enjoy, you might consider subscribing –
usually this is as easy as providing your email address.
Subscribers typically receive notifications each time
there is a new post; some blogs also give incentives to
subscribers like freebies or special announcements.
HINT: Of course, in order for a blog to continue to attract
readers, it must provide good-quality, relevant, valuable
content… but something to keep in mind when perusing
them is that many of them are, at the end of the day, a
business. As such, they may receive money for allowing ads
to be placed on the pages or for advertising products within
posts (called “affiliate links”) – as you visit blogs, you’ll
certainly notice more ads on some than others.
Therefore, it is always important to consider the source
of a blog post as you read it. For example, a blog post on
ways to use a specific product in therapy, written by the
company that sells the product, may have a different level
of impartiality than one written by a school-based SLP
who has no incentive to “sell” the product. This doesn’t
necessarily mean the first blog post is useless – simply that
it is wise to read with caution.

VI. Teachers Pay Teachers
One of the most direct ways to crowd source for both
materials and ideas online is a relatively new website
called Teachers Pay Teachers (TpT). Founded in 2006.
TpT currently boasts over 3.6 million active users and
over 1.8 million resources. 17
It is an online marketplace where teachers (and SLPs!)
can buy and sell their own original resources.
While likely not considered social media in its strictest
sense, Teachers Pay Teachers is an extremely valuable
crowdsourcing resource nonetheless.
Imagine that all over the country, high school teachers
are creating materials targeting SAT vocabulary
for their students – from flashcards, to quizzes, to
17
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worksheets. A teacher in Detroit, Michigan might be
typing out a quiz with vocabulary for her students,
while another teacher just on the other side of town
is doing the same thing. Using TpT, either of these
teachers could post their original teaching materials
online in an electronic format, and any other teacher
in the world could pay a couple of dollars to get a copy,
rather than spending valuable time creating the same
thing themselves.
Of course, this applies to SLPs not working in the
schools as well – any SLP thinking of creating their
own materials can log onto TpT and see if something
similar has already been made. If so, in a matter of
minutes they could have it on their own computer,
ready to print out for use with their own students.

which you can type key words or titles that you might
be looking for. This is an excellent way to find specific
items you already know exist, or products meeting a
specific need.
For example, an SLP who has recently started seeing a
child targeting the /ŋ/ sound might not already have
the relevant materials on hand. ¬ After typing “final
ng flashcards” in the search box on TpT, this particular
SLP would be happy to see that there are 21 different
results for this search! Now it’s simply a matter of
scrolling through the choices to learn more about each.

While you can browse TpT anonymously, in order to
download anything (including the many freebies that
are offered) you will need to become a member.

The “Standard” membership, which allows users
to download free resources, buy products, and rate
and comment on products, is completely free; other
membership levels also exist.

Like searches on other websites, you are able to sort the
results in a variety of ways including relevance, best
seller, rating, and price.
HINT: As you are searching, since there is some degree of
variation within speech language pathology in terminology,
it is wise to keep an open mind and maybe try a few
different options when searching. For example, a seller may
name a product targeting R in the beginning of words with
the keywords “prevocalic R;” they might also call it “initial
R”. So if you are having trouble finding what you’re looking
for, take a minute to brainstorm some alternate searches.

BROWSING/FILTERS
So now you’re a member – how do you find the things
you’re looking for?
With over 35,000 products listed in the Speech
Therapy category alone, TpT can be an overwhelming
resource. There are two main ways to navigate through
the speech therapy-related resources available: using
the search bar and browsing using the filters. (In
addition, once you’ve gotten your feet wet and made
a few purchases, you can further simplify your TpT
browsing by choosing to follow the sellers you’ve come
to trust. This tactic is further addressed on page 17.)

Another way to find the resources you need is to
browse through the products – but with well over a
million products offered, narrowing the field using
filters is extremely useful.
Filters can (and often should) be used in combination
with the search bar at the top. Simply searching for
“vocalic R”, for example, returns over 900 results;
filters will be necessary to help you find exactly what
you’re looking for.
Filters are located in the column on the left side of the
main screen.

SEARCH BAR
Similarly to other websites (like amazon.com, for
example), TpT has a search bar at the top of the page in
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
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Like many purchases you make online (or in person),
your decision will be based on relevance, quality, and/
or price.

RELEVANCE
If you have used both the search box and the filters
already, and have your results sorted by relevance, the
products listed first should, in theory, be the closest to
what you are looking for.

As you can see, TpT allows users to filter by grade and
price, and also offers some “featured” categories, which
are typically popular or trending categories and may
include some seasonal offerings. While all of these are
helpful to further narrow down results, keep in mind
that TpT is largely geared toward teachers in general
– further filtering is necessary to reach the speech
therapy resources.
To find the Speech Therapy category, you must first
find “Specialty” under “SUBJECT.” Speech Therapy
(as well as Special Education, Early Intervention,
and Oral Communication, for example) are listed as
subcategories of Specialty.
In addition to Subject, it may be useful to filter by
Resource Type. To see the many different resource
types that TpT has to offer, you must first hover over
the “See All Resource Types” link at the bottom of the
“TOP RESOURCE TYPES” header: an entire arry of
options, from DVDs to posters to transparencies, will
appear. What resource types you include in your filter
will depend on what, specifically, you are looking for
– again, many will apply to teachers in general, as well
as SLPs.

Looking at products’ titles and cover details, and
scanning the previews of the product descriptions,
should give you a preliminary idea of whether a
specific product might be what you need. If you want
more information on a specific product, you can click
on either cover or title to go to the product page,
which lists the subjects and grade levels the product
targets, a page count, and a full description. This page
will also tell you are what type of file the product is:
TpT supports a variety of different file types, among
them PDFs, Microsoft Powerpoint, and Zip files.
Hint: You should make sure that you have the appropriate
software for, and know how to work with, the relevant file
before you purchase a product. Zip files, in particular, catch
purchasers unaware.
Instructions on “unzipping” files are available for both PC
(http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/zip-unzipfiles) and Mac (http://macs.about.com/od/faq1/f/How-ToZip-And-Unzip-Files-And-Folders-On-A-Mac.htm) users.

QUALITY
There are multiple ways TpT allows a seller to show
you the quality of a product. By utilizing all the tools
available, sellers are able to give you the most complete
information about what they are selling, helping you
make an informed decision about where to spend your
money.
TpT allows sellers to load up to 4 small photos (called
thumbnails) to each product page (including the cover).
These thumbnails can range from the product’s cover,
collage-style pictures showing a variety of pages,
or photos of the product in action. The first way to
evaluate the quality of an item, then, is to browse the
thumbnails.
Sellers are also able to load a preview of their product.
This is a larger picture than the thumbnails, and
clicking on it will allow a more in-depth look at a
product. Like the thumbnails, a product preview can be
used to feature the product in different ways, ranging
from additional written information to examples
of pages. This feature can be especially useful when
evaluating larger or more complicated products.

Once you have entered in your search and/or used the
filters to narrow down the list of products, you will
likely still have a long display of items from which to
choose. The next question is: “How do I know which
item to buy?”
16
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As you’re evaluating a single product, you may also
wish to assess that seller’s entire range of products.
Conveniently, every seller on TpT is required to feature
a freebie (and many sellers offer more than one) to
demonstrate the quality of their work. To find a seller’s
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

featured freebie, go to their main store page by clicking
on their name wherever you see it. On the top right of
that page, you will find a link to their featured freebie.
Downloading this product may give you some insight
into whether you’d like to purchase more of the seller’s
items.

few products from one seller, found them to work well
for your needs, and want to see more. Perhaps you’ve
been searching within a certain niche – for example,
you work primarily with preschoolers – and are seeing
the same sellers’ names pop up over and over again
in your results. Save yourself some time and energy –
follow these sellers!
Under the store name at the top of a store page, click
on “Follow Me” – now you’ll get alerts when this
seller posts new products, and you’ll receive messages
in your TpT inbox with important announcements
from them. It is a great way to keep track of sellers
and products you already know you can trust, without
having to search and filter through millions of other
products to get to them.

Finally, as on many other sites, TpT allows buyers to
leave feedback on both sellers and individual products
– in fact, it actually provides an incentive to do so (see
“Leaving Feedback” below). Users can see each seller’s
rating out of 4.0, along with the number of users who
have rated them, right under their logo on their main
store page; additional feedback is available on the
“Ratings & Comments” tab. Overall rating out of 4.0
and number of ratings is also listed on each specific
product pages; comments left by buyers are available at
the bottom of each page.

PRICE
The final way of determining which product you
purchase can also include an evaluation of price –
beginning with the price of the product itself, and
factoring in anything you will have to do to it to get it
ready to use.
Remember, these products are electronic files that you
will download to your computer (while TpT sellers
do actually have the capability to sell physical items,
the overwhelming majority are digital downloads).
As such, while some can be loaded to an iPad and
are good to go, others may need to be printed, cut,
laminated, and/or assembled, all of which takes time
and money.
HINT: Many products include printer-friendly black and
white versions of high-color pages for those SLPs who may
not have easy access to color printing.
You will also want to consider how many uses you will
get out of a product. Can it be used for a wide range
of ages? Can it only be used one week a year, due to a
seasonal theme? Can you adapt it for use with many
different speech and language goals? Etc.
So you’ve made some purchases, and you’re getting the
hang of this site. Great! Now let’s talk about ways to
maximize your TpT experience.

FOLLOWING SELLERS
One way you can help simplify your TpT browsing is
by following trusted sellers. Perhaps you’ve bought a
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

HINT: In addition to following a store on TpT, don’t forget
about all the other social media platforms we’ve looked at
in this course. Many TpT sellers have active accounts on
Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest. Take a look through
their TpT profile, do a quick search on any of these
platforms, or scan the credits pages on the products you’ve
purchased from them to find and/or follow them on their
social media accounts too.

LEAVING FEEDBACK
As mentioned above, one way to evaluate the merit
of a product is to look at the feedback left by previous
buyers. Now that you’re buying products, you too can
leave feedback – and TpT provides a small incentive to
do so. Every time you review a product, TpT will give
you credits, based on the dollar amount of purchase,
to use toward future purchases on TpT. Incentives
aside, though, every time you rate a product or review
a seller, you’re making TpT a better crowdsourcing tool
for all its users.

STICKING TO THE TERMS OF USE
Electronic files are, by nature, easy to share. This is
part of what makes TpT so successful – the fact that
any SLP, anywhere, can share their material with
others. However, as a buyer, it is important to adhere
to the Terms of Use provided by the sellers when you
purchase their products.
Most purchases will include a Terms of Use page or
document in the download, and while the wording
may change, almost all will explain that a single
Crowdsourcing Curricular Development Online |
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purchase from TpT gives you the right to use the
product for your own personal use only. You are
not able to share the file or product with others, but
instead should direct interested friends or colleagues
back to the site so that they can also purchase a copy if
need be.
Make sure to take the time to read each seller’s Terms
of Use so you understand what is permitted and what
isn’t.

VII. Getting Specific:
Crowdsourcing at Work for You
As we’ve discussed, two of the major benefits of
crowdsourcing are the immediate availability of
information and resources, as well as the ability to
share ideas and knowledge with others.
Let’s look at a concrete example, using the Common
Core State Standards (CCSS).
With the adoption of the CCSS in most states, teachers
and SLPs have had to adapt the way they teach and
do therapy to align with them – and while common
core materials and ideas may be readily available to
those teaching the standard curriculums in a regular
education environment, for those teaching special
education and providing specially designed instruction,
things may not be as straightforward.
A question that arose for many SLPs with the
implementation of CCSS is: “How can we provide
specially designed instruction and implement
individualized education plans (IEPs) while still
aligning with CCSS, which are, by definition,
standardized?” That is, how can we use a common set
of standards, yet continue to provide non-standard
education to those who need it?
One way we can approach this issue from the
standpoint of an SLP providing individualized
intervention is by looking at a specific common core
standard as a long-term goal. As with any goal we
design for our students, or ourselves, we then use
short-term goals targeting prerequisite skills in order to
work our way toward the long-term goal.
Let’s take, for example, one of the English Language
Arts CCSS for second grade:
	LANGUAGE
L.2.1b Form and use frequently occurring irregular
plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, teeth, mice, fish.
This CCSS does not look all that different from a goal
that may be written for a child with an IEP targeting a
weakness in morphology:
	When presented with a structured prompt (asked
to describe a picture scene, retell a story, etc.), Bill
will correctly use irregular plural nouns in 9/10
opportunities.
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So, in order to target this CCSS-aligned goal, an SLP
is likely to develop one or more short-term goals. For
example:
	When presented with a picture of two or more
items, Bill will correctly label the items using
irregular plurals with 80% accuracy.
This short-term goal can be considered a building block
toward the long-term goal, which is aligned to the state
standard.
By breaking down the Common Core State Standards
in a way that we would break down long term goals,
we are able to provide specially designed instruction in
those areas identified as needing intervention, while
still adhering to the standards themselves.
While this may not be as applicable for some of our
students with the greatest needs, for those students
who are receiving speech and language therapy
but are still educated within the regular education
environment for the rest of the day, we are absolutely
able to provide them with the adaptive education they
need without disregarding the standards that have
been outlined. Our job as speech language pathologists
in the schools is not necessarily to teach our students
different skills from their peers, but rather to teach
them the same skills as their peers, differently. We are
able to use our expertise in order to break down the
standards into the prerequisite skills and use these to
help our students eventually reach the benchmark.
Recognizing the relationship between our IEP goals
and the Common Core State Standards is important
in seeing how we can optimize the social media and
crowdsourcing platforms available to us.
First and foremost, we can hopefully recognize that
there is a lot in common between what regular
education teachers may be targeting in their classrooms
and what we, as SLPs, are working on in our sessions.
(Yes, the way in which the materials are used by an SLP
with a single child may look different from the way
they’d be used in a regular education class of 25 – but
that is exactly where our expertise as SLPs comes in.)
This opens up a lot of options and possibilities about
where we might look for resources and ideas.
With that in mind – let’s crowdsource for materials
that target your goals and align with CCSS!

TEACHERS PAY TEACHERS
If you know the specific target CCSS for which you
might be looking for resources, you can simply use the
search box on Teachers Pay Teachers to find resources
targeting this standard.
Here is an example of one of the results found when
“L2.1b” is typed in to the search field.
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BLOGS

Sellers on TpT also have the option of “tagging”
products with associated CCSS, and this particular
seller has chosen to take advantage of this option.
You can see the CCSS corresponding to this product
listed at the bottom of the listing. By clicking on the
standard itself, you can find other items tagged with
the same standard.
Additionally, Teachers Pay Teachers currently has a
new search feature currently in Beta (meaning it is still
being tested), which may appear when you click on a
Common Core Standard link.

We touched briefly on how to use blogs, and the type
of information that may be available on them (almost
anything!). As such, they can serve a concrete purpose
for us as SLPs when it comes to more defined topics,
such as implementation of the CCSS. While pictures
and video clips may provide us with inspiration,
there are deeper issues surrounding our roles as
SLPs that are worthy of sharing. With the format of
blogging allowing for more in-depth explanation
and discussion, bloggers have been able to address
issues such as the CCSS, data-collection and progress
monitoring, teacher evaluations, and our scope of
practice in their blog posts. Chances are, if there is an
issue you are inclined to discuss with an SLP friend or
coworker, others have already begun the conversation
on a blog, somewhere. All you need to do is find it and
you may find support and resources for your position,
or see another point of view. Either way, you will be
sure to learn something.

OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA
In the section on Facebook, you learned how to use
groups to get new ideas and ask questions: any group
targeted toward school-based SLPs is likely to include
members with CCSS-related questions and goals similar
to yours. (This is especially true if you are able to find a
group specific to your state.)
You may be able to use this search feature to help you
filter the products you are looking for.
While more and more teachers and SLPs are
intentionally aligning their products and the way they
are listed to the Common Core State Standards, there
are still many products available that will not come
up through searches of the CCSS standard code itself,
but can be found by searching for (taking the above
example) “irregular verbs.” It may be best to search in
both ways in order to find the listings that best suit
your needs.
In terms of filters, as we’ve discussed, you can go
directly to “Speech Therapy” category to narrow the
field of options; in a search of this type, however –
depending on the level at which a student is working
toward their long term/CCSS-aligned goal, there
may also be some utility in removing that filter and
considering CCSS resources designed by regular
education teachers. If you do so, it is important that
you read the product descriptions and listings carefully
to be sure they have the built-in adaptations you might
need as an SLP.
And, as mentioned previously, many TpT sellers have
coordinating accounts across many of the social media
platforms – once you have identified a few that you
really like, you can also track them elsewhere online.
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Being widely used by teachers, Pinterest includes many
resources that are aligned to the CCSS – a simple search
for “common core” will show you exactly how many!
While a search term that general will likely not lead
you directly to the results you want, you can always
combine searches (i.e., “irregular plurals common
core”) to help narrow the field. And again, as with
Teachers Pay Teachers, not all pins are intentionally
aligned to the common core, but they still may target
the exact skill you need – there may be benefit to
searching for the skill alone (i.e., “irregular plurals “)
rather than including “common core” in every search.
It is more difficult to search for specific items on
Instagram – the best way to get tips and ideas is by
establishing a quality network. By following other SLPs
who are incorporating the CCSS into their goals and
sessions, you will be able to see their posts in your feed,
and can focus on those that may apply to your needs.
(While it is possible to search for specific ideas using
hashtags, the process is complicated by the fact that
many hashtags have multiple meanings: for example,
#CCSS pulls up many photos, most of which are quite
clearly not education-related!)
HINT: A resource that was mentioned briefly in the
introduction, but which may lend itself well to ideas
relating to implementation of the CCSS in therapy, is
Periscope. This is a live video-based social media platform
where users can stream live videos of themselves talking
about specific (or not-so-specific) topics. Videos tend to be
Crowdsourcing Curricular Development Online |
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brief, they usually provide a clear benefit for the viewers
tuning in, and they even allow for viewers to ask questions!
Many of the SLPs that use Periscope to share videos include
SLP tips and tricks (like working with CCSS) in their
topics. Since it is not possible to search for a particular
topic and pull up videos from an archive, the best way to
use Periscope to gain ideas is similar to using Instagram –
create a network by following accounts that coincide with
your interests.
Now let’s consider an example that’s more micro.
“Jennifer” is the sole SLP working in a K-5 school. Each
year she struggles to create a schedule where students
are not missing specific classes. Often, when she goes
to get students from their rooms, there is a scheduling
conflict. Additionally, she finds it difficult to
complete screenings and testing as they are requested
throughout the year without missing sessions with her
regularly scheduled groups. Many IEP meetings must
be scheduled before or after school, or during lunch
breaks in order to avoid missing sessions with other
students.
Desperate for some ideas and suggestions as to how
others in the same position handle this, Jennifer turns
to crowdsourcing.
First, she logs onto various social media sites for
inspiration: for example, she might search for “SLP
Scheduling” on Pinterest and browse the blog posts of
SLPs she knows work in similar settings. As she sifts
through her results, two ideas consistently appear: “3:1
Service Delivery Model” and “5-Minute Articulation.”
Unfamiliar with these terms or concepts, she reaches
out to her peers via several of the Facebook groups
she’s joined, asking if anyone uses either with success
– and, being the EBP-focused clinician that she is, she
also asks for resources supporting or discrediting either
approach.
Soon, through crowdsourcing and the resulting
opportunities for self-directed research, Jennifer is
able to construct a plan for the upcoming school
year that she is optimistic will improve her workload
management, as well as benefit the teachers, students,
and families with whom she works.

VIII. Considerations and
Precautions

Personal Privacy
Even assuming that you have carefully controlled
which users have access to your information, posts,
pins, photos, etc., you do not have much control over
what they do with the information they see.
While you can usually limit other users’ ability to
share your content throughout a specific platform,
it’s important to remember that computers, tablets,
and smartphones can take screenshots – a “photo”
of exactly what is on the screen – and you have no
control over what happens to that screenshot. Also,
understand that most devices keep histories of the
activity that take place on them. Even if you swiftly
remove a piece of information that you may have
posted inadvertently, the content of that post has the
potential to stick around.
Be cognizant that anything you post has the potential
to be seen by anyone, anywhere… and even potentially
long after you think it is gone.
Some precautions you can take include:
• Limit your audience to only those you trust.
		
HINT: As mentioned in the Facebook section,
participation in groups is a great way to reach a large
audience without giving access to your own profile;
Pinterest and Instagram provide less control over who
sees your account.
•	
Post only content you are comfortable with
anyone seeing, even many years from now.
•	Periodically update your settings, friends/
followers, and profile.
		
HINT: Platforms often provide updates or change
settings and/or policies. In order to stay on top of
them, take a few minutes each month to go back into
your settings and make sure everything is as you want
it. Additionally, you may find that you have friends
or followers that you no longer want to communicate
with; keep these lists current as well.
Others’ Privacy
When you ask for assistance and input via social
media, you MUST take care to frame your questions in
such a way that the subject of the inquiry cannot be
identified.

Regardless of its intended use, one of the first concerns
surrounding social media is privacy. While most social
media platforms provide you with some control over
who sees certain information, nothing is guaranteed:
technology, especially on the internet, is susceptible to
a variety of problems from glitches to hacking.

It is not simply enough to omit names from your post;
especially in unique cases, there may be other factors
that make it possible to identify the subject of an
inquiry, including diagnosis, age, or a specific behavior
or characteristic. Additionally, depending on your
security settings, it may be possible for someone to see
your geographic location, consider the information
you posted, and make an educated guess who your
question is about.

Posting any information online presents a potential risk,
even if you are very specific with your security settings.

Likewise, as your crowdsourcing experience increases,
you may wish to become a source of information as

PRIVACY
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well as a recipient: from answering others’ questions in
a Facebook group to posting Instagram photos showing
a recent TpT purchase being used in therapy. Again, it
is crucial to consider what, exactly, is being featured
in your posts and/or photos, and how this risks the
privacy of others.
Many business and schools are setting policies that
take into account the growing interest in social media
– reviewing those policies is an excellent place to start.
HINT: Schools, in particular, may have multi-tiered
guidelines: for example, there are many valid accounts on
social media that are actually student-run (with a teacher
moderator), and feature photos of children in classrooms.
The existence of these accounts doesn’t mean that yours
will automatically be granted the same privileges. It is best
to specifically discuss how to handle posts made in relation
to your school, classroom, or therapy sessions with the
relevant school or district.
More general guidelines include:
•	Do not post the name of a school or district. If
there are only a few (or the only) schools in a city
or town, don’t post the city or town name either.
•	Avoid pictures/videos where a school could be
identified. Consider things in the background
(posters, signs, etc.,) that could potentially
identify your location.
•	Avoid pictures with students unless you have
specific permission, like a signed release, to use
them.
		 o	Many people post photos that show only
children’s hands, assuming there are no
identifying marks. Again, be aware of any
social media policies that may apply; if you are
not sure, err on the side of caution and leave
students out completely.
		 o	Always remember that as SLPs, working
with students in special education, the issue
of identifying a child can be an especially
sensitive one.

OWNERSHIP and RIGHTS

downloading resources, it would be wise to consider
the following factors in order to determine if you, as
an SLP, would have the right to retain them should you
separate from your current organization:
•	Were the materials obtained during work hours,
using work resources? (In other words, were you
being paid to identify and acquire them? Did you
use an organization-owned computer or software
during the search process?)
•	Did the materials require assembly, and were
the resources used in assembly owned by the
organization? (This could include resources such
as a computer and internet, software, printer/ink,
paper, laminator, etc.)
•	If a fee was involved in obtaining the materials,
who paid it – you, or your organization?

EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
One of the great things about social media is its
accessibility – however, this also means that it has
significant capability to spread misinformation.
Likewise, crowdsourcing has the potential to be a huge
resource for you – but not every response you receive
or resource you find is a legitimate one.
Just because a product on TpT claims it is aligned
with a CCSS, does not necessarily mean it is. Just
because a seller on TpT has created a product
targeting vocabulary, does not mean it is an effective
intervention technique. Just because another member
(or multiple members) in a Facebook group answers
your questions does not mean they are correct. Just
because the owner of an account you’re following on
Instagram claims to be an expert in his or her field does
not make that claim true.
It is your job and duty as a certified Speech Language
Pathologist to weigh the information you acquire
via crowdsourcing against the standards of evidencebased practice. Do your due diligence: filter through
the resources, answers, and ideas available, look for
backup, check references, read reviews, and otherwise
use your professional expertise to determine what is
and isn’t valid.

Another important precaution to consider is the
ownership of products and purchases: are resources
identified via crowdsourcing owned by the school
or organization for which the SLP works, or are they
owned by the SLP? This issue is not black and white –
there are a multitude of factors that must be taken into
account.
The place to begin, of course, is your organization’s
formal policies; however, given that online
crowdsourcing as it relates to our field is relatively
new and swiftly-changing, it is highly possible that
existing contracts do not include specific policies on
the attainment, production, or use of the resources
identified thereby. If you are purchasing and/or
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
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Conclusion
The many facets of our roles as SLPs can be difficult
to navigate alone. From a broad scope of practice, to
functioning as a sole SLP in an area, to accommodating
changes in the educational and medical landscapes, we
are forced to adapt and learn as we go – sometimes at a
challenging pace!
While traditional resources such as textbooks and
conferences continue to be relevant, we also now
have a massive amount of information immediately
available to us via more modern channels. Through
the use of social media and other crowdsourcing sites
like Teachers Pay Teachers, we can end the day with
significantly more information, education, and even
physical materials than we had when we started.
By combining these new resources with the old, and
implementing our clinical expertise and judgment, we
are able to become our best SLP-selves yet!

Resources
ASHAsphere
http://community.asha.org/orphans/ashasphereblog
DonorsChoose
http://www.donorschoose.org/
Facebook
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-Facebook.
Instagram
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-Instgram
LinkedIn
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-LinkedIn
Periscope
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-Periscope
Pinterest
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-Pinterest.
Twitter
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-Twitter
YouTube
http://www.wikihow.com/Category:YouTube
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